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Abstract. The best way to identify the flow of knowledge on a patent citation network is to apply a technique
that can process the relationship between each patent and obtain as a result the most important discoveries that
allo w further evolution of the technology. Patents are a unique source of informat ion containing not only legal
but also technical, business and potentially policy -related information. Therefore, how to determine the life
cycle of a technology and forecast its development for future years becomes t he focus of this study. Fuel cell,
a technology been long recognized as a good energy solution and an environ mental friendly alternative to the
fossil fuels. Fuel cell topics satisfy a series of criteria that makes it ideal as a case study. The purpose of this
research is then to develop a main path analysis implementation fo r patent analysis case specifically on the
fuel cell technology. By exp loring this informat ion, it’s possible to determine the impact that has over
different areas of an organization such as marketing, research and development, finance, etc. The outcomes of
the case study shows that the proposed method is a useful tool to provide inputs and information on strategic
decision and competitive intelligence done in a co mpany or organization, such as investments, management
decisions or venture in research for new technologies.
Keywords: Patent Analysis, Fuel Cell Technology, Main Path Analysis

1. INTRODUCTION
Back in 1997 every business day more than 200 new
patents documents were issued worldwide (Karki, 1997),
and by 2014 there were 2.68 million applicat ions done
world wide with 44.03% granted during that same year 1 . So
its noticeable the activity that patents provide yearly in this
globalized world in which intellectual property is protected
fro m any infringement or misuse of technologies (or
knowledge) that doesn’t recognize the rightful owner in
eyes of the law. As it is well known patents represent a
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long-term intangible asset and has its own value for the
company (or institution who owns it).
This brings relevance on the topic of patents and its
sequential analysis, by the year 2014, having enforced a
quantity of 10.2 million of patents worldwide. It is
necessary to process this data with the main objective of
obtaining useful information that can create possibilities to
make decisions and benefit an organization (lucrative or
non lucrative ones). For example, acquire a new technology
or not, strengthen the research and development department,
manage patents portfolios, investments, inputs for strategic
business planning, etc.
The research focuses on fuel cell technology which in
its general idea is devices that combine hydrogen fuel with
oxygen to produce electricity, heat and water. This

technology has been recognized as a good energy solution
in a wo rld where the cost of fossil fuels and the climatic
impact that produces are really high. It is necessary to look
for some more environmental friendly alternatives. The
investment in developing clean and renewable energy
sources has increased over the last 5 years (Ho et al., 2014).
Fuel cell topics satisfy a series of criteria that makes it ideal
to a case study, i.e., large datasets of patents available,
relatively new (the origins in published papers are around
1988 which determined the base for development of
technology), high relevancy in the p resent world. Therefore,
the purpose of this research is to develop a main path
analysis imp lementation for a patent analysis case
specifically the fuel cell technology, to help identify the
most important discoveries since the first idea and establish
the evolution of the novelty technology through the years.

2. LITERATURE REVIEW
Patents in their most basic concept are “the right to
appropriate returns from research, and this in effect
excludes other firms fro m practicing or producing the same
process and products.” When you put this information in
writing (all the claims, descriptions and specifications of
the knowledge) within a patent document, it makes it a
legal resource in which the knowledge is protected by law
against infringement (Reit zig, 2004). It is important to
mention fo r a patent to be granted, the knowledge must be
novel, inventive, industrially applicable and useful. Patents
are a form of intellectual property which also contains
copyright, industrial design rights, plant variet ies, trade
dress, trade secrets and trademarks. In a mo re technical
term patent is defined by the United States Patent and
Trademark Office (USPTO) as: “The right conferred by the
patent grant is, in the language of the statute and of the
grant itself, the right to exclude others from making, using,
offering for sale, or selling the invention in the United
States or import ing the invention into the United States.
What is granted is not the right to make, use, offer for sale,
sell or import , but the right to exclude others fro m making,
using, offering fo r sale, selling or import ing the invention.
Once a patent is issued, the patentee must enforce the
patent without aid of the USPTO.”
Patent analysis is a management tools for addressing
the strategic management of the firm’s technology and
product or service development process . Converting patent
data into competitive intelligence allows to measure its
current technical co mpetitiveness, to forecast trends and to
plan for potential co mpetit ion based on new technologies
(Breit zman & Mogee, 2002). It is important to note that an
analysis of patents does not involve a simp le procedure of
patent count for any organization of firm (von Wartburg et
al., 2005). To determine the value of a patent it should also

be addressed the technical value and the citations involved
in the patent to describe it as a valuable asset. It is
necessary to shift the type of focus to the patent citation
analysis that concentrates on the study of the relationship
among different patents.
Patent citation analysis approaches are studied to
structure a large nu mber o f patents . The following are
examples of patents citation analysis: Verspagen (2007)
explored technological trajectories in fuel cell research by
using citation analysis of patents. Cho & Shih (2011)
identified core and emerging technologies for Taiwan
technological innovation system. Lee et al. (2012)
addressed the issue to assess future technological impacts
based on patent citation information by emp loying the
future citation count as a proxy. Breit zman & Tho mas
(2015) studied the phenomenon of forward citation wh ich
is valuable for impact evaluation. Altuntas & Dereli (2015)
used patent citation analysis for prio rit izing the portfolio of
investment projects. These past examples are just a few of
the applications of citation patents information.
Academic citations are exp licit lin kages between
papers that have some important content in common. The
idea of papers being linked by citations is the foundation on
which the construction of the Science Citation Index (SCI)
is based upon (Hu mmon & Dereian, 1989). Once these
lin kages are put together by mapping them, the result is a
network conformed by components known as: nodes, links
and flow. The sequences of links and nodes are called
search paths, and to put it simp le it ’s a path which starts in
a specified node and ends in another one. Following one
single direct ion, to travel between t wo nodes the number of
routes can start fro m one single to hundreds all depending
on the number of nodes (distance) between them. The
citation network analysis started with the study of Garfield
et al. (1964) when they demonstrated a relationship
between discovery events on DNA fields and the citation
relationship between these events.
The definition of main path analysis is provided by
Liu & Lu (2012) wh ich described as a biblio metric method
capable of tracing the most significant paths in a citation
network, and co mmonly used to trace the development
trajectory of a research field. Th is is a technique conceived
by Hummon & Dereian (1989), in which they proposed a
different approach in regard of the importance of
connectivity threads in a network and not only in the nodes
of it, they first applied this method to the development of
the DNA theory. The main path analysis has been applied to
several different journal’s citation networks in different
fields such as the DNA theory (Hu mmon & Dereian, 1989),
Hirsch Index (Liu & Lu , 2012), Data Envelop ment
Analysis (DEA) applicat ions (Liu et al., 2013), and fuel cell
technologies (Ho et al., 2014).

3. METHODOLOGY
In this section, the methodology for a patent analysis
using main path analysis will be explained, with the
objective to create a stepwise procedure to use on a case
study which is fuel cell technology. By applying this
methodology there is an opportunity to explo re new
approaches for patent analysis, taking into consideration the
development of inventions over the years, and obtaining
useful information to apply for decision making in areas
such as marketing, research and development, investments,
purchases, etc. Also this study represents an occasion to
compare the results obtained via “patents” with the ones
obtain through “research published papers” done by Ho et
al. (2014). Th is section consists of three main phases – data
extraction, network construction, and main path analysis.
Data extract ion step consists of extracting all the data
necessary to do the following analysis; this is done by
scrapping the patents related to fuel cell technology, using
the designated keywords and USPTO database in wh ich the
study will be based on. That means it is necessary to do a
pre-processing on the data collected to eliminate any unfit
data.
Afterwards, it will be necessary to construct the
network based on the citations of the patents collected. This
is done by first analyzing the citing relat ionships found in
the database, identifying key elements such as the
chronology, cyclic citations and transitive reduction , and
starting to build the citation network for this research.
Once the network is obtained, it will be the time to
apply the main path analysis technique. This is a t wo-step
method. First, it will be necessary to compute the traversal
count of the whole network which is a way to determine the
weight or significance index o f each lin k; the second step is
to apply a search algorithm to determine wh ich of the links
has the most significance to build the main path of the
complete network.
The details of each phase will be described in the
following subsections.

3.1 Data Extraction
To ext ract the necessary data, the software called
WebHarvy 2 is used, enabling to scrape the information
fro m “google patents3 ”. The more useful data to apply the
present methodology is the USPTO (Un ited States Patent
and Trademark Office) database which can be access ed
2

WebHarvy: https://www.webharvy.com/
Google offers an access to the databases more important
in the world. Currently it hosts data fro m USPTO, EPO and
WIPO. This arrangement started in 2010 and it’s an easy
access to information (https://patents.google.com/).
3

through google. To perform an optimal query that can show
all the related work in regard of fuel cell technology, this
study used the keywords defined by the research done by
Ho et al. (2014). They applied a citation analysis to fuel cell
technologies fro m a literature review point of v iew
(published articles in journals). For their search query they
used the follo wing keywords: “fuel cell technology,” “fuel
cell*,” “fuel-cell,” “solid o xide,” “mo lten carbonate,”
“phosphoric acid,” “proton exchange membrane” and
“direct methanol.” By using these same keyword inputs as
well, it helps provide the framework to compare the results
obtained from t wo different perspectives (patents and
published articles), and draw conclusion out of it.

3.2 Network Construction
After collecting the datasets for patents with the
keywords of interest, it is necessary to start to build the
network of the patent citation. In this point each patent data
is a non-weighted, non-directed network, each patent
represents a node, and backward citations act as links
between each one of the nodes. To min imize noise data
caused by patent, it is essential to remove the patents that
neither has a citing element or is cited. The object ive is to
leave the network only with the patents that participate in
the mapping process of the network and provides
information in the overall study.
The building of the network requires the first step as
analyzing the citing relationships found in the dataset, and
afterwards build ing the citation network. These two steps
are explained as follows.
To begin the construction of a network, it is necessary
to identify the following elements: nodes, links, starting
and ending points. For this study each node represents a
different patent; the links are the citing relations.
A stating point or also known as “source” is a node
that has been cited, but cites no other nodes . For most of
the cases it is considered as a node being part of the oldest
(an early invention). However, this case is not always
necessarily true, because in some cases there are inventions
that are completely new in every sense, not based in any
existing technology present at that time. On the other hand,
an ending point, also known as “sink” is a node that cites
other nodes, but is not cited. In this case, it’s not true to
state that these nodes are the newest chronologically
speaking, since there are a lot of inventions based their
work on other technologies, but afterwards do not provide
any new or useful knowledge to continue working on.
In a citation network it is possible to have several
sources nodes and several sink ones . Also, in the data
collected it will be impo rtant to identify isolated nodes,
since those patents do not interact with other inventions nor
provide any useful informat ion for the current study and

will be removed from the dataset.
It is important to mention t wo constraints that any
citation has to follow. First, a citation relation is not
allo wed to point forward in time, e.g. a patent of 2011 is
not allowed to cite a patent of 2012. The second constraint
is that a citation network must be acyclic; this means that it
is not allowed to have a citation fro m patent A to patent B
and a citation from patent B to patent A.
Another concept to incorporate in the construction of
network is “Transitive Reduction” as shown in Figure 1
which introduces the distinction between what is referred to
as essential and non-essential citations relations. A citation
relation is considered essential if, apart fro m a relation
between patent A and patent B there are no other paths in
the citation network connecting these two nodes. In the
other words, it will be considered as non-essential if beside
the direct path between patent A and patent B, there exists
other paths such as a citation fro m patent A to patent C and
fro m patent C to patent B. Transitive reduction of a citation
is obtained by removing all non-essential citations fro m the
network (van Eck & Waltman, 2014; Clough et al., 2015).

Figure 1: Illustration of transitive reduction. (a) original
citation. (b) a citation network after transitive
reduction. (van Eck & Waltman, 2014)
Once analyzing the citation relat ions in the dataset, it’s
time to start build ing the citation network. Th is can be done
depending on the size of the network to build. The easiest
way is through a software tool, in this research it will be
Gephi 4 and Pajek 5 , which are ideal for building type of
networks in a practical way.
4

Gephi: interactive v isualization and exp loration platfo rm
for all kind of networks and comple x system, dynamic and
hierarchical graphs (https://gephi.org/ ).
5 Pajek: free software developed
for analysis and
visualizat ion of large networks (http://mrvar.fdv.unilj.si/pajek/).

3.3 Main Path Analysis
As it was established beforehand, in a citation network
the links among each node are conduits of knowledge flows.
Consequently a sequence of conduits that lin k a given node
to an end node is called “search path” (Liu & Lu , 2012).
The Main Path Analysis technique identifies the main path,
which is the most significant search path among the whole
citation network constructed in section 錯誤! 找不到參照
來源。. It’s vital to clarify that there can be several search
paths; however, by defining criteria of select ion (for
example a condit ion to s atisfy) it ’s possible to limit to the
most relevant ones.
The first step is to translate the citation network into a
weighted network, with the weight of each link indicating
the significance of the link. This is done through a concept
known as “traversal counts”, and this acts like a
“significance index” fo r the network. The second step
applies a search algorithm based on the traversal count
mentioned before, with the objective to identify the key
components of the main path. These significance paths
increase exponentially with the total number of nodes in a
citation network (Hung et al., 2014).
Traversal counts measure the times a citation link has
been traversed, if one exhausts the search from a set of start
nodes to another set of end nodes in the built network. If a
citation occupies a route through which much knowledge
flows, it has to have a certain importance in the knowledgedissemination process. Mainly there are three types of
traversal counts that can be used in networks . The one to
use in this research is Search Path Count (S PC) based on all
possible search paths emanating fro m a start node. SPC is
recognized for its simplicity and versatility to represent and
calculate the weights for each link in the network. It is also
highly recommended by different authors who work on
main path analysis research such as Liu & Lu (2012), and
Hung et al. (2014).
A citation lin k’s SPC is the nu mber of times the link is
traversed if one exhausts the search fro m all the sources to
all the sinks in a citation network. A lin k with a large SPC
indicates that it sits on a large number of diffusion paths
making it important in the evolution of the field.
The main path analysis procedure is based on the
simp le idea to find a main path, beginning to search fro m
all nodes that cite no others and picks the link with the
largest traversal count emanating fro m these nodes as the
start lin k (Liu & Lu , 2012). The exact procedure is
summarized as follows:
1. Find the link with the largest traversal count from all
possible links emanating fro m all the sources. Assign the
beginning node of this link as the start point of the main
path. Take the end node of the link as the start point for

the next step. If there is a t ie, take all the tied lin ks into
consideration.
2. Find the lin k with the largest traversal count emanating
fro m the current point(s). Take the node(s) of the link(s)
as the start point(s) for the next step. If there are ties,
take all the tied links into consideration.
3. Continue step 2 until all the paths hit a sink.

essential to calculate the search path count. To better handle
the magnitudes of the values in each relation, the weights
are normalized (values only between 0 and 1). That means
each weight will be the number of paths divided by the
total number of paths among sources and sinks. This
operation is done via Pajek software, and the results are
summarized in 錯誤! 找不到參照來源。2.

4. CASE STUDY – FUEL CELL TECHNO

Table 1: Nu mber of effect ive patents for different keywords
in fuel cell technology

LOGY
As mentioned beforehand the methodology described
will be applied in a specific case study, which is the fuel
cell technology. The reason behind choosing this topic as
an example is due to its history on constant evolution
through the years. There have been a lot of investments in
terms of t ime, money and research to imp rove and provide
better approaches in the fuel cell. The basic concept for fuel
cell is a device that generates electricity by a che mical
reaction, and the advantage is that it generates little
pollution (much of the hydrogen and oxygen used in
generating electricity ultimately co mbine to fo rm a
harmless by-product, namely water).
The constant evolution of the technology takes
representation in the following factors such as efficiency of
the cells, sizes, components , and electrodes designs. The
five main fuel cell technologies known are as mentioned in
section 3.1 - solid o xide, molten carbonate, phosphoric acid,
proton exchange memb rane and direct methanol. Each type
of fuel cell has advantages and drawbacks compared to the
others, and none is cheap and efficient enough to widely
replace tradit ional ways of generating power, such as coalfired, hydroelectric or even nuclear power plants.
By inputting the keywords through google patents
website and using WebHarvy as a tool to extract the patent
data, a collective database to be used in the research is
obtained. The raw data obtained at first hand is a total
dataset of 10,330 inputs, and these contain the founding of
each one of the keywords used. After having this first result
it is necessary to preprocess the data to eliminate duplicates,
redundancy, and data that is missing vital info rmation (for
example patent number). This leaves the dataset with a total
amount of 4,508 inputs which will be used for the
following analysis. The detail of the dataset is shown in
Table 1
To obtain the main path analysis, it is necessary to
obtain the traversal counts that can be used to weigh each
citation relation in the network of patents of fuel cell
technologies. As described in section 3.3, it will be

Technology

Data Points

Direct Methanol Cell

863

Molten Carbonate Cell

945

Phosphoric Acid Cell

691

Proton Exchange Membrane

852

Solid Oxide Cell

1157

Fro m Tab le 2, the total of relations is 5,943. The
values of SPC are clustered into 10 groups, fro m wh ich
99.16% of the arcs have values of 0.0226 or less. As stated
before, the higher the value is, the more important the link
is. There are two links (which are included in the highest
cluster) that are very important in the development of the
fuel cell technologies over the years and it only represents
0.0337% of all the lin ks . These crucial vertices are
US5356731 A (Mo lten carbonate fuel cell with sintered
LiCoO2 electrode 1994), US4710436 A (Molten carbonate
fuel cell and method of manufacturing electrolyte plate
thereof 1987) and US5858567 A (Fuel cells emp loying
integrated fluid management platelet technology 1999).
After obtaining SPC of the network, it is time to apply
the main path analysis . It takes into account the highest
value of traversal count from the source node to the final
sink. Th is is done through Pajek software and the final
flow-over-time network is shown in Figure 2 with a final
count of 23 vert ices (patents) and 26 relat ions. It is
important to understand the “flow over time” required to
order the network based on the years of publication of the
patents. The final network is shown in Figure 3.

Table 2: Normalized traversal weights using search path counts in the fuel cell technology
SPC (normalized)

Frequency

Freq %

CumFreq

CumFreq%

(0.0000, 0.0226)

5,893

99.1587

5,893

99.1587

(0.0226, 0.0452)

30

0.5048

5,923

99.6635

(0.0452, 0.0679)

13

0.2187

5,936

99.8822

(0.0679, 0.0905)

2

0.0337

5,938

99.9159

(0.0905, 0.1131)

0

0.0000

5,938

99.9159

(0.1131, 0.1358)

3

0.0505

5,941

99.9663

(0.1358, 0.1584)

0

0.0000

5,941

99.9663

(0.1584, 0.1810)

0

0.0000

5,941

99.9663

(0.1810, 0.2036)

2

0.0337

5,943

100.0000

Total

5,943

100

Figure 2: Flow-over-time main path analysis network of
fuel cell technology

Figure 3: Main path analysis network of fuel cell
technology by years
Figure 3 shows the main patents that helped in the
development of the fuel cell technology, providing a
satellite view of the citation relat ions . There is a series of
observations that can be made based on the main path
analysis results. First, this is the backbone of the
development of the technology, from which the beginning
was done by 2 sources, the first source patent titled “Fuel
cell construction” of 1962 (US3061658) and the second one
being “Acid electrolyte fuel cell method having improved
carbon corrosion protection” in 1981 (US4250231). These
two are the most important origins to incite the
developments of new applications. These main patents end
in 3 sinks. Firstly, one abruptly ends in 1997 with patent
US5654109 - “Co mposite fuel cell memb ranes”, the
following two are much more recent, US9219287 - “Fuel
cell” in 2015 and the patent US9276285 - “Shaped fuel
source and fuel cell” from the present year 2016.
It is important to mention that there are not many
branches before year 2013. The path is almost a straight
line, only slightly changes in the years 1981 and 1997. In
addition, these always converge back to the straight line of
application back to 1962 in which supports even further the
importance of this spine in the evolution of fuel cell
technology field. Another point to take into account is that,
the network has been built upon patents that are still valid
until this year, this limitation was considered beforehand.
Another interesting point is that from the 23 nodes, the
distribution to the 5 main technologies are: 7 patents
belongs to the Proton Exchange Membrane, 4 to the
Phosphoric Acid, 3 patents to Molten Carbonate, 2 patents
of Direct Methanol and 2 to Solid Oxide. The remaining 5
patents are the most recent ones (between 2013 and 2016)
and do not belong to any of the 5 main technologies . This
could indicate a rise of a new technology in the fuel cell.
Besides that, the last 6 patents in the main path network are
owned by the company “Honeywell International Inc.”, and
done by the same inventor Steven J. Eickhoff. This
indicates that in recent years this company has invested in
the fuel cell research and treated as a main participating
field. On the contrary the company who helped impulse
more the field were “Du Pont” and “Hitachi Ltd.”, wh ich
together owned 6 patents in the early stages of fuel cell
development around 1964 to 1982.

5. CONCLUSIONS
This study proposed a three-phase procedure to
analyze the trend of patents development, and used fuel cell
technology as the keyword for the case study. By collecting
and processing patents from the USPTO database, the
citations relations were ext racted and a network is built in

which the interaction between different inventions over the
last 80 years in the fuel cell field beco me v isible. Start ing
with a network of over 42,568 patents and more than
60,000 relations, by applying the main path analysis, it was
reduced to a much simp ler network with only 23 patents
and 5,943 citations. This “spine” or “backbone” helps
understand the route in which the field was developed over
the years, who were involved and what co mpanies
participated in it. A mong the five key clusters in fuel cell
technologies, Proton Exchange Membrane helped the most
in boosting the field with a 30.4% of part icipation in the
main path route, and the runner up goes to the Phosphoric
Acid with 17%. A lso, 21.7% of the patents in the route are
not classified in any of the 5 main technologies and are
approved recently, which could mean that there is a new
type of application in the fuel cell technology field starting
within the last 5 years.
In the present methodology, it has only taken into
account “Utility Patents” that are still valid up to these days.
By including patents that have already exp ired, it ’s possible
to extend the view of interactions between citations,
obtaining an even better insight on the flow of knowledge.
In addition, besides the global Main Path Analysis used in
this methodology, another approach is to analyze patents by
applying the key-route and make a comparison with this
study.
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